92 dodge pickup

Previously, Ram was part of the Dodge line of light trucks. The name Ram was first used in
model year Dodge Trucks in October , following the retiring and rebadging of the Dodge D
Series pickup trucks as well as B-series vans, though the company had used a ram's-head hood
ornament on some trucks as early as Ram trucks have been named Motor Trend magazine's
Truck of the Year eight times; the second-generation Ram won the award in , the
third-generation Ram heavy duty won the award in , the fourth-generation Ram Heavy Duty won
in and the fourth-generation Ram won in and , and the current fifth-generation Ram pickup
became the first truck in history to three-peat the award, winning in , , and The first-generation
Ram trucks and vans introduced in October feature a Ram hood ornament first used on Dodge
vehicles from to Dodge kept the previous generation's model designations: D or Ram indicate
two-wheel drive while W or Power Ram indicate four-wheel drive. Just like Ford , Dodge used to
indicate a half-ton truck, for a three-quarter-ton truck, and for a one-ton truck. The truck models
were offered in standard cab, "club" extended cab, and crew cab configurations. They also were
offered along with 6. Externally, the first-generation Rams were facelifted versions of the
previous generation Dodge D-Series pickups introduced in The new model introduced larger
wraparound tail lamps , dual rectangular headlamps , and squared-off body lines. Engine
choices were pared down to the slant-6 and and V8s. The interior was updated and included a
new bench seat and a completely new dashboard and instrument cluster with an optional
three-pod design - a speedometer in the center, with the two side pods containing an ammeter
on the top left, a temperature gauge bottom left, a fuel gauge on the top right and an oil
pressure gauge bottom right. Models without the full gauge package had only indicator lights in
the place of the temperature and oil pressure gauges. The "Club Cab" was dropped from the
lineup after , but Dodge kept the tooling and re-introduced it nearly a decade later in the models.
The four-door crew cab and Utiline beds were dropped after the model year, to make room on
the assembly line for the upcoming Dodge Dakota , and were never reintroduced in this
generation. Basic Ram models were reintroduced for , replacing the previous "Miser" trim level
available on the Ram A "Ram-Trac" shift-on-the-fly transfer case was added for the Power
Rams, and both the crew cab and Utiline flared bed were dropped for In the slant-6 engine was
replaced by a 3. The 5. Because of a new computer controlled fuel injection, ignition and ABS
system, more vehicle information needed to be displayed through any warning or notification
lights; so inside the cab where a small compartment was once located on the dash, a new
"message center" with four small rectangular light spots, contained the check engine light and
other tell-tales including one for the parking brake and the ABS if the truck was so equipped.
The message center later included "wait to start" and "water in fuel" lights on diesel models.
Diagnostic fault codes were stored in the computer's memory, and cycling the ignition key three
times allowed the computer to flash the trouble codes through the check-engine light for
diagnosis of some problems. The Ram model designation was dropped and these models
folded back into the range for , due to the introduction and sales success of the Dodge Dakota
pickup. Additionally, the instrument cluster was slightly revised; the ammeter was replaced by a
voltmeter while maintaining the 3-pod arrangement of the speedometer and gauges. Also in ,
Dodge reintroduced the Club Cab, equipped with fold-out jump seats for the models. Entry was
made through the passenger or driver's doors, because there were no rear doors for this
configuration. For the Club Cab returned, and all versions received standard anti-lock brakes on
the rear wheels only. Part of this was due to the dated cab and chassis design which had been
in production since , there was no powerful diesel option until , and there was no big-block gas
V8 option. Additionally, the interior had been given few updates since October market launch.
For , the 5. Additionally, Dodge introduced a new overdrive automatic transmission for reduced
fuel consumption. This light-duty transmission was designated the A, and was offered with the
3. The A automatic saw continued use for some 5. The grille was redesigned for but kept the
large rectangular headlamps and crossbar appearance. The engines were substantially
upgraded for 3. These newly-revised engines were marketed under the "Magnum" name. A
heavy-duty automatic transmission with overdrive called the A was offered with the 5. As part of
Chrysler's overhaul of corporate transmission nomenclature, the A and A were redesignated
42RH and 46RH, respectively, in The initial 4 signified a 4-speed transmission, the second digit
identified the transmission's relative torque capacity, the letter R in the third position denoted a
rear-wheel-drive transmission, and the final letter H signified hydraulic shift control. A Cummins
B Series engine was also added to the engine lineup in The Cummins was coupled with a
heavier-duty version of the A automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission and is available on
and pickups and pickup-based chassis-cab trucks. This diesel engine option was different from
the optional diesels in Ford and GM trucks. The Cummins features direct injection, whereas the
Ford and GM diesels feature indirect injection ; this also means that the Cummins does not
have to rely on glowplugs. Additionally, the Cummins is turbocharged , while the 6. This was

not the first engine to appear in Dodge pickup trucks as a diesel option. The and D-Series
models were available with a Mitsubishi naturally-aspirated diesel, but it was seldom ordered.
Partway through the model year, Dodge started using one-ton frames in Ram Cummins and
Club Cab models. The second-generation Ram began development in The original concept,
dubbed the "Louisville Slugger" by Chrysler's Advanced Packaging Studio, was to be a modular
platform that would accommodate a full-size truck and full-size van, which would have provided
a roomy cab and cargo bed. Payne told him, "It looks like nothing more than a rehash of
everybody else's truck. A review by the Dodge pick-up truck studio designers felt that modern
pick-ups looked "too flat and sedan-like", while the early s Studebaker pick-up and the
semi-trailer trucks had just the right "macho" look to them. Making its debut on January 5, at
the North American International Auto Show and going on sale on October 1, , the redesigned
Ram was a sales success and was named " Truck of the Year " by Motor Trend in That year, it
was prominently featured as the hero vehicle in the film Twister. By , Ram sales figures were
below those of Ford and Chevy trucks. Engine offerings continued over from the
first-generation Ram and were the 3. Added to the line up was a new cubic inch 8. The new V10
and Cummins turbo diesel could only be had in the and higher designation models. Models
were now the half-ton, three-quarter-ton, and dual-rear-wheel one-ton in both 2- and 4-wheel
drive. Dodge offered the series in two different gross-vehicle-weight ratings for the first few
years, but this was later dropped. The purpose of the difference between the light-duty and
heavy-duty trucks was for the heavy-duty to take the place of the discontinued one-ton
single-rear-wheel trucks. Rear axles for the light-duty trucks were semi-floating , while the
heavy-duty rear axles were full-floating. On the inside, special attention was paid to in-cab
storage features, with a large glovebox, a center armrest storage area, and extra storage space
behind the seat. The dash and gauge cluster were a far cry from the previous model Ram and
were far more modern as well. A redesign of the dashboard and instrument cluster was
introduced in along with the introduction of the quad cab, and rounded black plastic side-view
mirrors replaced the previous rectangular design. In , Dodge introduced the "Quad Cab", which
uses smaller, suicide doors directly behind the main doors. This was offered as an option on
the "Club Cab" for this model year. The OBD II System was also standard, with a computer port
near the driver's-side footwell and a code-checking system via the new digital odometer
readout. In late Dodge introduced a revised front end for the model year Sport models with a
restyled bumper, quad-beam clear-lens headlamps , and body-color grille. A 6-speed manual
transmission was made optional for diesel variants in late for the model year. A small
percentage of the diesel engines for and model years were subject to problems within the water
jackets and fuel injectors. The most problematic was the "53" stamped engine block which had
a defect that would cause fracturing in the structure of the block itself. The models became
optional with heated leather seats. The braking system was upgraded to dual-piston calipers in
the front. Although Dodge introduced a new Ram for , the old second-generation style Ram was
carried over for the model year heavy-duty and trucks. Part of this delay was due to the then
new 5. It first appeared in but was never available in the United States. The transmissions are
labeled using the first number indicating the number of gears including overdrive , the second
number is the capacity rating, and the last letter is if it is electronically E or Hydraulically H
controlled. NV was offered in Rams and light-duty Rams. An NV was offered in and Rams and
was the only transmission offered behind the High Output diesel in and There were a total of
five transfer cases available for the four-wheel-drive Ram. All are part-time and have a low range
of 2. The NP was standard on V8 Rams. The Dodge Ram features a wide variety of axles. For the
front axle of 4x4 Rams, a Dana 44 was used on all Rams and the early light-duty Rams.
However, most of the and all Rams use Dana 60 front axles. The Rams and some early light duty
Rams used a 9. A Dana 60 rear axle was used on heavy duty V8 Rams. Every Ram was made
with a Dana The front drive axles in these Rams were unique in the fact they did not have
locking hubs , but featured a center axle disconnect. The and Rams saw the eventual phase out
of the Center axle disconnect, in favor of front axles that were permanently locked in. Dodge
continued to include front axles like this for their , , , and trucks until models. A
natural-gas-powered engine debuted for but was not popular and was only used in fleet vehicles
on a very limited production run. The Cummins B Series engine was switched from the valve to
the valve ISB version in the middle of the model-year Dodge Rams due to emissions
regulations. The ISB featured a new computer-controlled electronic injection pump and valve
head design. In development from styling by Cliff Wilkins finalized in , the third-generation Ram
was unveiled on February 7, at the Chicago Auto Show , [24] and debuted for model year on
models and on and models. This was a major update including an all new frame, suspension,
powertrains, interiors, and sheet metal. The crew cab models for this generation were actually
Quad Cab trucks that had conventional-opening rear doors. This body style drew heavily from

the previous generation. The redesigned trucks bolstered sales, with , sold during and nearly ,
sold during , a new high point for the Ram name. At the same time, both Ford and GM trucks
were increasing in sales from a peak over , to the , range. But with , Rams sold that year, the
Ram's sales could not keep up with the eleventh-generation F in The Dodge Ram was updated
for the model year. One notable addition was the "Mega Cab", featuring a 6. For , the steering
wheel design was changed to one from the Dodge Dakota and Dodge Durango. Bluetooth U
Connect was now available as an option, and a front facelift was given to all Ram models. The
SRT model, with the 8. In , a Chassis Cab model was introduced with industry-standard rear
frame width and wiring to accommodate outfitters. In addition to the 5. Automatic transmissions
used were the RFE with the 5. The G56 transmission was the only manual transmission offered.
For , Dodge introduced two more Chassis Cab models, the and Both trucks came equipped with
the same version of the Cummins 6. Sterling , who worked with Dodge in development, had their
own version, called the Sterling Bullet with a unique grille. When the Sterling brand was phased
out by Chrysler Corporation , the Bullet was discontinued. Models built after January 1, offered
a new 6. Unlike the 5. This engine featured the same performance but had a
cylinder-deactivating feature enabled under light loads to increase fuel economy by 3 MPG city
and 4 MPG hwy. In the front all and trucks were 9. The rear options for the and were the AAM
often referred to as "corporate" Rear axle shafts are 30 spline. The rear Strength is similar to
their earlier Dana 70 and 80 counterparts. Direct comparisons are difficult as the axles are made
with completely different metallurgy. Sterling Bullet, a version of the Ram sold by Sterling
Trucks with the 6. The , , and models were later added to the lineup. In , the Ram Trucks brand
was separated from Dodge. Chrysler LLC attempted to keep the Ram competitive in the market
through various developments for the model, including a new four-door cab style offering, new
suspension, a new hemi engine option, and the Rambox, a new storage system that allows
secure storage inside the truck's bed walls. Later models have the Rambox system tied in with
the remote keyless system [37]. Since , Ram trucks are marketed as having "class-exclusive"
manual transmissions. This is because the competitors stopped making manual transmissions
available in the domestic market. Chevrolet Silverado trucks discontinued the option of a
manual transmission after model year Ford Super Duty trucks discontinued the option of a
manual transmission after model year This applies to Class 2 , Class 3 , Class 4 and Class 5
trucks. Engine output remained the same for models. Unfortunately, with the launch of the new
body style in , the manual transmission was discontinued. The Mega Cab option was deleted on
the model, replaced by a true four-door crew cab. The Mega Cab option remains on the
heavy-duty models, along with crew cab. Improvements made from the previous generation
mean the rear seats are now able to recline. Towing capacity for the regular cab Ram with 3.
Chassis Cab versions were made for the Ram , , and models. Engine choices include 5.
Transmission choices included a standard 6-speed manual or optional 6-speed Aisin automatic.
Both transmissions support the Power Takeoff option. The model has regular or crew cab,
single-rear-wheel or dual-rear-wheel. The Ram has three axle ratios 3. The front axle on 4x4
models is manufactured by Magna , while 2-wheel-drive models just have a solid, non-drive
axle. The Ram concept truck "Long Hauler" from is based mostly on existing Ram truck parts.
The powertrain, frame and wheels are all components of the Ram Chassis Cab. It is a "Mega
Cab" optional on the lighter Rams. The gets a minor restyling. All models offered for continue to
be available for with the addition of a new high-end trim, the Laramie Longhorn Limited. The
Rambox cargo management system continues to be available on most models for For , the base
ST model becomes the Tradesman model. The 3. New to the lineup is Chrysler's corporate 3.
Due to a new electric power steering system, the 5. Air suspension is optional for models,
offering four ride height settings. Electronic stability control becomes standard on and models.
For , the Ram is also the first North American pickup truck to offer keyless ignition. The base
Uconnect 3. The "up-level" Uconnect 5. These radios add a full-color, 8. The system also
includes a built-in 3G internet router, allowing for wireless connection to the internet while the
vehicle is parked with a monthly service subscription. The system can also be updated to add
additional features that will be available in the future via a USB stick inserted into one of the
remote USB ports. Remote steering wheel-mounted controls are also included with this system.
The models move up to an inch standard wheel, with inch forged Alcoa wheels as an option.
The rear differential ring gear is increased from The Ram installed the Center axle disconnect
into the 4x4 models. The 4x4 saw additional changes with the transfer case now being made by
BorgWarner instead of New Venture Gear. It is available only on the two-wheel-drive regular cab
model with 6. Standard features include a amp alternator and an amp battery to assist with the
start-stop system. The option of air suspension became available on the rear of model year and
pick up trucks. The cast iron, flex fuel, 4. The aluminum, flex fuel 3. For , the all-new Ram Rebel
debuted, offering off-road suspension with a 1. It features a unique blacked-out grille with

powder coated front bumper and exclusive aluminum hood, skid plates , and tow hooks. The
sole body configuration offered is a crew cab with a short pickup bed. In mid, the RAM 's 3. The
engine will be re-introduced in early , as re-certification by the EPA has been obtained. The
Laramie trim level of the Ram , , , , and gets a standard nine-speaker, watt Alpine 7. There is also
a new Off-Road Package available for all Ram models aside from the Power Wagon trim level,
which includes the package as standard equipment , and includes unique pickup bedside
graphics, off-road suspension, front tow hooks, and the protection package. The mid-level SLT
trim level of the RAM is no longer available to retail customers, as it is now a lesser-equipped
model reserved exclusively for fleet customers. However, the SLT trim level still remains for the
Ram , , , and models, and are still available to retail customers. However, retail customers
wanting SLT features such as chrome front and rear bumpers and front grille, seventeen-inch
aluminum-alloy wheels, power windows and door locks with keyless entry, the U Connect 5. For
customers wanting a less expensive Bluetooth option for the Ram truck, a new U Connect 3.
This radio option is available for the Tradesman trim level of all Ram trucks, and the Express
trim level of the Ram , and is included as part of a Popular Equipment Package on the latter
model. In order to do this, the customer would also have to select the Popular Equipment
Package on both models. The Power Wagon Package is also available for the Ram Tradesman
trim level, and also adds the 6. In addition, all U Connect 8. The VM Motori -produced 3. For , the
current fourth-generation Ram will be sold alongside its successor, the fifth-generation Ram
Virtually identical to models, trucks will be given a new name, Ram Classic , to distinguish them
from their all-new fifth-generation successors. In addition, Quad and Crew Cab models are also
expected to be offered. The vehicle is part of a three-year demonstration program intended to
field test and evaluate battery performance across a wide range of drive cycles and temperature
ambients, and also to evaluate customer acceptance. The demonstrators are being allocated for
field testing among local and state governments, utility companies, and a US Army base. The
fully charged plug-in starts off with charge depletion with limited regeneration at the high end of
the state of charge SoC. Once depleted, it comes into a narrow charge-sustaining range. In
September , Chrysler temporarily suspended the demonstration program. The carmaker plans
to upgrade the battery packs with cells that use a different lithium-ion chemistry before the
vehicles go back into service. Chrysler explained that no one was injured from any of the
incidents, and the vehicles were not occupied at the time, nor any of the minivans were involved
in any incident, but they were withdrawn as a precaution. The demonstration is a program
jointly funded by Chrysler and the U. Department of Energy that includes the first-ever
factory-produced vehicles capable of reverse power flow. The experimental system would allow
fleet operators to use their plug-in hybrids to supply electricity for a building during a power
outage, reduce power usage when electric rates are high or even sell electricity back to their
utility company. Chrysler also reported that the plug-in pickups delivered peak average fuel
economy of FCA recalled 1. The Ram comes standard with four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes ,
side curtain airbags, and an electronic stability program or ESP. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety IIHS crash tests, the Ram received a Good overall score in the frontal crash test,
and a Marginal score in the side impact test, [61] as well as the roof strength test. It received a
5-star frontal crash test rating from the NHTSA, [65] however under later testing methods it
received an overall 3-star rating. While the Ram features standard side-curtain airbags it does
not include side torso airbags. The vehicle was redesigned and retested, and received a 5-star
rating. The Ram will reach Ram Truck dealers in the U. The Ram pickup truck will offer just
seven trim levels, compared to the previous 11 different trim levels. Ram added eTorque to the
Ram as an option. Also introduced in was the new U-connect platform sporting a inch
touchscreen display, the largest in its class. No right-hand-drive version has been built for the
United Kingdom, South Africa, and other countries where the rule of road is on the left. These
are converted to right hand drive in Australia before sale. Germany and Scandinavian countries
are some of the largest European markets for the Ram. A thriving cottage industry in Australia,
New Zealand, and the United Kingdom has imported and converted Ram trucks to
right-hand-drive and to meet the local regulations, being more common in Australia since LHD
cars less than 30 years old or 15 years old if registered in Western Australia cannot be legally
driven on Australian public roads unless they are granted a diplomatic or a research and
development exception to the rule. Dodge Ram in Warsaw, Poland. Following the collapse of
Nissan Titan sales in , there were talks [80] that the next generation of Nissan's full-sized pickup
would be outsourced to Chrysler as a version of the Ram The Ram Pickup also won the San
Felipe in and From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Ram Pickup. This article is
about the full-size truck since Ram's separation from Dodge. American full-size pickup built by
FCA. Motor vehicle. Main article: Dodge Ramcharger. See also: Plug-in electric vehicle fire
incidents. Older crash tests usually carry over to newer car models. Threshold is 82g. Main
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Not valid with any other offers. See dealer for details. That is what makes us the best place in
michiana to buy your next pre owned car truck or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at
HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana. Visit Headers Auto Sales online at headersauto. We are
committed to providing an excellent customer service experience during your vehicle purchase.
We know you have options when choosing where to buy your next vehicle, here are a few
reasons why your best choice is right here at Jim Glover Dodge: -Honest and transparent
pricing -No pressure environment -Free Carfax history report -Most value for your trade-in -The
Glover Guarantee -Engines for Life -Five day exchange program -Free delivery within miles.
Smith find the vehicle of their dreams! If you have any questions, please call us today at
Odometer is miles below market average! If you're looking for a new car, truck or SUV near St.
Louis or Edwardsville, then look no further than Steve Schmitt Inc. Steve Schmitt has delivered
four generations of Customer Service Steve Sr. Plays an active role in the dealership as well as
the community, and Steve Jr. Manages the day-to-day operations. Some features may require a
subscription to activate. Some features may require a compatible Smartphone to operate, data
usage charges may apply. Online sale prices exclude Georgia sales tax, title transfer fee, and
tag registration. Sale prices are subject to change without notice, please verify price and
availability prior to visiting the dealership. Vehicle information obtained from multiple sources,
dealership not responsible for errors or omissions. Dealer installed accessories not included.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Visit Autoworks of Knoxville online at It has a 6
Cylinder engine. The exterior is a charming silver. Call or visit to talk with one of our vehicle
specialists today! This warranty is valid in all fifty states. While we make every effort to ensure
the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or vehicle
features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be
held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. See Dealer for details. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Bed Length Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic

Manual Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders 3 8 cylinders Interior Color Gray. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. New Listing. No
accidents. Not provided. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. I bought this truck 10 years ago, with 91, miles on it for my first vehicle. Since then, I
have overheated it, run it out of oil, totaled another car with it, stupid teenager stuff, you know?
Incredible engine, I have never had any trouble with the engine itself. I have had to replace the
rack and pinion, and right side A-arm, but that's probably due to the wreck. It just keeps on
going! That is a beast of an engine! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Make Dodge. Model Ram Hello diesel family and friends, thank you for your
faithful following and Happy and blessed new year to everyone,,I'd like to share a little about my
self just to let you all know who you are dealing with before we get together in a business deal, I
also have all my policies which have worked for me the past 14 years dealing on ebay and
online deals so please read, thanks For those of you who remember when you got your car
fueled up the attendant that ran out to fill your car up? That was me He let me in the garage
when I got to high school and did engine work, brakes, welding and just about everything else
but where I really excelled is when he started selling cars, I enjoyed helping customers find the
car or truck or there dreams. I started my own lot in and built it up to the size of any new car
dealership with 50 employees, 12 shop bays and well over trucks on the lot, we sold that
property and dealership back in and today nearing 60 years old I am semi retired and opened a
small hobby lot located in Carlisle PA. I still have the passion for diesel trucks in which I'm an
expert by the way anyone who does anything successful for 35 years is an expert in my opinion
, and I also have the passion just as I did at 18 to help people find the truck of there dreams. If
you give me the opportunity I promise I will do everything in my power not to let you down What
I hate the older ones here in the northeast since they just melt away from all the rust and bondo
they are loaded up with so I fly out west to Southern California,Texas, and other west coast and
southern states to buy a few clean rustfree 1 owners and drive them home to sell in the
northeast. This truck is really super nice. Very clean body no accidents, super straight truck no
dents or digs, good frame. Interior is just mint with no tears or stains anywhere, pap had seat
covers on the seats in which I took off to find mint cond seat cloth. Everything working engine
well maintained from Dodge, brand new rubber, brakes and recient exhaust. Drives tight and
straight no issues, I bought it from a local Dodge dealer and been driving it ever since. I paid a
lot to get it, and let me ask you when was the last time you seen a 5 speed cummins with 92K
orig miles in this shape for any price? My answer is never, but here is one now while it lasts, its
on a first come basis For Sale: 1st Gen. The truck is solid but a pos. The entire front end would
need rebuilt, the interior is gutted, and the tranny slips. Thus, this is pretty much for the motor. I
spent my hole fall break deleting the fuel heater and rebuilding the VE Rotary Pump. I forgot to
put 1 small washer back in the pump during the rebuild and it destroyed it, so I removed it
again, as pictured. It's junk now. Truck was running fine prior to pump leaking. I'll probably only
have this ad up for a few days until I change my mind again and decide to keep it. The odometer

stuck back at k, but the engine has been maintained. I'm only selling and or trading it because
I'm fairly angry with it at the moment and I have another Diesel. If interested just shoot me a PM
or text. Surprise me. Yes, the opening to the gearbox has been covered and intake reinstalled
since pictures. Credit Application? Directions to Dealer? Contact Us? Apply Now Secure Credit
Application Applying for a vehicle loan online is one of the quickest and easiest application
methods. Our secure application is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and
employment details. Description When calling or emailing, please reference stock number K
Please note that all of our used vehicles require an over the phone "walk-around" to ensure zero
surprises. More on that below. We stock over vehicles in inventory and can find the right vehicle
at the right price for you! Our in-house shippers offer highly competitive shipping rates to all
four corners of the US. Request a shipping quote. It has a 5. CarFax reports that this vehicle had
one prior owner and is accident and damage free! Warranty Overview Sold as-is; call us today
and ask about our extended warranty options. There was not enough market data to provide an
average market cost. Call us today and receive an instant cash offer on your trade-in. Choose to
trade-in or walk away with cash! Get pre-approved online in less than a few minutes. We have
the largest selection of trucks and over vehicles in stock at all times. Shop at the most
convenient dealer in the USA, available online! We sell over vehicles per month and eighty
percent of those vehicles are sold online, with customers never having to step foot inside our
dealership! Our professional internet staff is available to assist you with any question or part of
the process from start to end. We also require a detailed over the phone "walk-around" where
our specialist will go out to the vehicle and address all of your questions, provide additional
details on conditions, and send you more pictures if you'd like. Buying online with us provides
convenience and more selection of vehicles at the right price for you. We have an additional
team that researches all our used vehicles each day to ensure we are the best price. All of our
pre-owned vehicles are offered at the best possible price within a miles radius of our location in
Kernersville, NC. We've sold vehicles all over the US! When it comes to financing we can
normally meet or beat the rate you have WAC. Give us a try; we are a full service dealer, and we
deal with over 40 lenders and do all the heavy work for you. If you finance with us, we will
collect all taxes and tags in your State and complete all the paper work for you. You can find our
secure application here: finance application. Give us call to obtain a Site Unseen Trade-in
Appraisal and we'll make you an offer over the phone. Make sure to have all basic information
regarding your vehicle ready for our internet consultant such as VIN number and condition of
the interior and exterior, including tire tread and vehicles history. We have a large inventory and
it refreshes from week to week. We have an internet team dedicated to just our online
customers and all of their needs. If you reach us after hours we will return your call and email
promptly on the next business day. We look forward to making you a part of our family! All
taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Please review
the Terms of Sale before placing your bid or making an offer. While every reasonable effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of this listing, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions
contained on this page. Please verify any information in question with Kernersville Chrysler
Dodge Jeep Ram prior to bidding! Length: Curb Weight: 5, Lbs. We ask that you please give us
a call or send us an email to ensure the pricing and all deals are correct as of today's date. We
make every effort to update everything as soon as changes are made to present accurate
information, but may experience a delay due to our sources feeding information through or
other reasons out of our direct control. We make every effort to present information that is
accurate. We are not liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. Inventory is
subject to prior sale and prices are subject to change without notice and cannot be combined
with any other offer s. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to the sale of this
vehicle. Placing a Bid: Please only bid if you've had your finances pre-approved or have cash
on hand. Please do so through Paypal and give us a call immediately. If you do not have
pre-approved finances or cash in hand, please contact us FIRST as we can help you obtain
financing, and put together a great deal for you. Please read eBay's User Agreement before
bidding and the "Finalizing Your Purchase" section below for more information. Kernersville
Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram reserves the right to: Obtain and verify the registered information of
all users who bid on this auction and cancel any and all bids at their discretion, or end the
auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. If you
place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for
exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour after placing the bid. For
detailed information on this eBay policy, please read: eBay's "Retracting a Bid" policy on their
website. Buyers Inspection: Kernersville Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram has done it's best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Kernersville Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Ram welcomes a buyers inspection. Inspection fees, if any, are Buyers responsibility.

Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturers warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or call us
at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations
or warranties relied upon by bidders in making any bids Taxes, Registration and Administrative
fees: Used vehicles: Out of state buyers are responsible for all State, county, and city taxes and
fees, as well as title service fees in the State that the vehicle will be registered in. New vehicles:
We collect all State, county, and city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees on New
vehicles. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for
loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from
the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there
are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashier's or
personal checks, we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. Kernersville
Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in
any way for claims arising from shipping damage. We assume no responsibility for damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Kernersville Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. The amount of time it takes for
delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up
from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate
Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Successful high bidder MUST
communicate with Kernersville Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of
the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm
your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist
this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
remainder balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person , or bank certified funds to
Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related
and title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. The purchaser or
prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Our
secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and
employment details. Get started now. All of our vehicles are securely stored on our property to
prevent any damages to your new vehicle. We at Power Motors specialize in diesel trucks and
suv, but offer trucks and cars of every shape and size. We strive for excellent customer service
for every customer through attention to detail, courteous treatment and dedication to providing
a seamless buying experience. Give us a call or come by today and test drive the vehicle of your
choice and let's get you in your new Truck,Suv or Car today!!!!! Where is Power Motors
located? We are located at N. Main St. Cleburne TX All vehicles are stored at our secure facility.
Where do we get our inventory? We have many different sources for the cars and trucks we
stock. Vehicles may be purchased at dealer sales, at off-lease sales, directly from large
franchise dealers, from credit unions and banks. The vehicles we sell on eBay are usually late
model and newer and have good miles and may still be under a factory warranty. We resell cars
with clean titles only, this means we never sell salvage, rebuilt, reconstructed, insurance claim,
flood or other gray market vehicles unless specifically noted. Do you have all titles on hand for
your vehicles? We do not always have titles on hand for vehicles that are placed for sale, titles
may be in transit from banks, from other dealerships, from the state, and a host of other
reasons for normal processing delays in title paperwork. We are a licensed and bonded dealer
in Texas and guarantee clear titles on all vehicles that we sell. If having title on hand is of
critical importance to you, please check to verify its disposition prior to contracting for sale.
What 'other' fees are there besides the purchase price? The other fees include taxes, shipping
and documentation charges. If you live in Texas, you must pay 6. Our administrative and dealer
services fee is collected by Power Motors LLC and is not required by law. How is shipping of
the vehicle arranged, can I get a quote? We are happy to handle all of the details of shipping
your new vehicle to its new home. Send us an email with your home address and the car or
truck you need to ship, we will get back to you with a firm quote on shipping. Common shipping
terms include: Open Carrier - You've seen these trucks, 10 cars on a truck, running down the
highway. This is the most economical way to transport, but because of the risk of additional
rock and element damage, many higher dollar and specialty cars must be shipped enclosed
carrier Enclosed Carrier - Your vehicle will be transported in a closed container, this eliminates
the damage that can come from exposure to the road and the elements, this is typically several
hundred dollars more in cost. Insurance - All vehicles are covered by insurance while in
transport, you will need to provide insurance once you take delivery of the vehicle. We can help
arrange shipping through a 3rd party shipping company for your convenience but Power Motors

is not responsible for any delays or damage during shipping. If any delays or damage occurs in
shipping the issue shall be handled between the buyer and the shipping company. What forms
of payment do you accept? Note: Be sure to read the restrictions on the back of the check to
make sure we can accept it. If you are not sure, please contact your sales rep PRIOR to sending
in your check or coming in to pick up your vehicle. Do you do any financing? We do not offer in
house financing but we have access to s of lenders, fill out an application and let's see if we can
get you in our new vehicle. I live out of state, how does the buying process work if I am paying
cash? More than half of our eBay transactions involve selling and shipping vehicles out of
state. When we receive the signed bill of sale, we FedEx all title documentation You pick up
your car at the destination terminal Transaction Complete! You pick up your car at the
destination terminal Transaction Complete! I live out of state, but want to fly in and drive my
new car back home. We have done this many times. Please make arrangement to fly into DFW
International airport. Ground transportation will also be need as we are located about an hour
southeast of the airport. What about extended warranties? To find out about the Power Motors
extended warranty, please contact us for more information. What type of service do you do to
the cars before selling them? All cars are professionally cleaned before sold. If there are any
mechanical issues noted during inspection, they are addressed before the car is sold. Any
issues that we elect not to fix are disclosed in full in our listings. How do I know the car is in the
condition stated? We are experts in the auto business and have personally inspected
thousands of vehicles. We do our best to point out the shortcomings in the cars and trucks that
we sell. If you are interested in an extended warranty for your new car or truck purchase, please
let us know. Buyer's Inspection Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly describe
this vehicle to you. We have tried to disclose all information known about this vehicle for
auction. Please be advised that used vehicles will have typical scratches and dings inherent for
their year and mechanical parts are subject to fail. We welcomes and recommends a buyer's
inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle
prior to the auction ending. Buyer is responsible for any inspection charges and fees. Seller
assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle.
This transaction is governed by the laws of the State of Texas, County Johnson. Furthermore by
entering into the purchase contract it is understood any and all causes of action that may arise
shall be filed accordingly in the State of Texas, County Johnson. Also if for any reason you
decide not the buy the vehicle we will not reimburse you for traveling expense for traveling,
hotel, food, etc. These are pre-owned vehicles and they are sold as 'As Is' condition. However,
some vehicles may still be in factory warranty or an extended warranty may be purchased
please local dealer and check with them. It is agreed by all parties in relation to any transaction
involving this vehicle that the proper venue for any legal proceedings will be in conducted in
Johnson County, Texas. Miles posted in this listing may vary miles due to local test driving,
in-transit repairs, or road testing. We need 48 hour notice prior to picking up vehicle to have
your vehicle detailed and serviced. We try to describe vehicles as accurately as possible, but
are not responsible for any errors in the listing. Please look at the pictures as they are the actual
pictures of vehicle. If the written description varies from the pictures, what you see in the
picture is correct. Please understand these are used vehicles, and may have a few minor
imperfections that are not noted in the ad such as: minor door dings, paint rock chips, minor
rock chips in windshield, minor scratches, wheel scuffs, minor stains to interior. Note the
following items may not come with the vehicle unless we stated so in the ad: jacks, spare,
owners manual, transmitter remote, or floor mats; if it's not showing in the pictures we do not
have them. We want this transaction to be as smooth and pleasant for both of us. A happy
buyer is a well educated buyer, so if you're in doubt ask us prior to bidding on the vehicle. Ask
us about extended warranty's, we have very competitive pricing and great coverage options The
seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects
herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made
on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or
representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty
of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to
have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that
judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known
defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Ad created
by eCarList. Call to find out how eCarList can service your dealership. We offer free carfax on
our company website for customers. We did have this truck inspected by certified tech prior to
our purchase and we found no issues. Truck has been modified and has a aftermarket Turbo
that will stunt you when you punch the pedal. This truck has so much power, boost and torque
that is un real. If you looking for a good miles, 5. EXTERIOR: Very clean truck all the way

around, We did fix a few scratches on panels so there are some paint work, the emblem on
driver's door is missing for that reason. I would be more than glad to fax or email buyers order
bill of sale anytime if needed for applying for loan. The seller shall not be responsible for the
correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in
connection therewith. For the full payment we require Certified cashier's check, Bank check,
loan check, cash or money order, we. All vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranty; all 3rd party
inspectors are welcome. Thank you very much for reading and viewing my auction page and
hope we earn your business. Fee and Tax Information: You may contact me via e-mail or phone
and my name is Lee. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract
to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to
accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car
before the end of the auction. JPG06 Ram 5. You may contact me via e-mail or phone and my
name is Lee. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. This truck comes with
a clean Title and a buy back guaranteed CarFax report. Be very confident in this truck! There is
no blow-by does not burn any oil and there are no leaks of any kind. Dry under carriage! All
injectors have also been tested and have passed with no issues at all. The transmission shifts
in all gears effortlessly with no slipping or kicking. I have also personally test driven this truck
and have found no problems at all. Drives straight with a solid front end. The truck has never
had a goose neck hitch. There is no rust anywhere on the truck at all. Fresh sprayed in bed
liner. As mentioned before, all services have been done and is turn key ready. No major
scratches dings or dents and no rust. Paint still shines like new. Fresh sprayed bed liner. A
head turner of a truck!!! A non-smoker truck with no foul odors of any kind. The upholstery is
also in very well kept condition with no rips or tears or over worn areas. Everything works just
as it is meant to. Air blows strong and cold. Solid all the way around! Phone: Email: sales
transglobalag. Vehicle Inspection We recommend Carchex for vehicle inspection. Order a point
pre-purchase inspection almost anywhere in the USA. Be smart - inspect before you buy! Click
the Carchex icon to order an inspection. Please call us for a quote or help. Please call us with
any questions. Please ask for details. Red interior, dash cover no cracks! From Florida never
seen a RI winter. Frame is spotless. Roof has some typical dodge bubbling starting. Runs
drives, stops flawlessly. Electric brake controller set up. Newer tires. I am unsure when the rear
was added as it was not a factory option. Therefore the mileage is much lower than seen, I
would confidently estimate closer to k on the truck. The clutch and brake pedals have very little
wear. Drivers seat has a very minor wear area. Best in person cash offer. RI Reg in hand,
currently being driven. Florida Title to prove southern origin. Model Ram. All of our vehicles
have undergone a full safety inspection and detail. Auto Check available upon request All
vehicles are one of each. All Pre-Owned are Used. All offers expire on close of business the day
subject content is removed from website. Prices exclude tax. All transactions are negotiable
including price. We had this truck inspected prior to our purchase and came back clean. I highly
recommend this truck to anyone. If you have any questions please feel free to ask. For Sale is a
1st Gen. The truck is solid body wise but would need some work. The entire front end would
need rebuilt, the interior is gutted, and the tranny slips between 3rd and 4th. I spent my whole
fall break deleting the fuel heater and rebuilding the VE Rotary Pump. It is junk now and has
already been sold, it was unrebuildable. The shaft key luckily did NOT fall into the gear housing
during the pump mishap. Also will need an alternator. The odometer stopped at k about a year
ago but the engine has been well maintained. Clean Title. Intake has been put back on after
these pictures so no debris could get in. Local pickup or shipment if you message me and we
work something out. Any questions feel free to get in touch. Thanks for viewing! This truck was
owned by 2-owners and both from Texas. The number of owners is estimated. Feel free to ask if
you have any questions! American Auto Brokers also offers competitive financing rates, so
save your cash, save your resources with your bank and let us connect you with our banks and
credit unions. Just let your salesperson know that you are ready to finance, and with a few
quick questions answered, we will work hard to make sure your money works smart! For our
complete terms of sale please see our website and if you have questions about this or any of
my other items, please give me a call at the office at You are also welcome to email me at
Shannon trucksintexas. I return all customer phone calls promptly, and will be happy to help
you throughout your purchasing process. Thank you, and I look forward to speaking with you!
Earth Auto Shippers is a fully licensed vehicle shipping company. Earth Auto Shippers offers
"door-to-door" low-cost shipping services using enclosed and open trailers. We're not like any
other car dealer you've ever known We don't just sell a bunch of random used cars, we
specialize in the highest quality used trucks online. Our expert buyers travel all over the country
in search of the best used trucks available. We search tirelessly to locate those hard-to-find
Dodge Ram trucks, the Chevrolet Silverado you can't live without, or the Ford F that you've

dreamed of but can't seem to find anywhere! We hop on planes, trains, and automobiles to
scour the country so we can bring you the best used cars available. We work best being
transparent and upfront, so we do not dance around our policies. How refreshing is that?
Knowing what to expect from the very beginning!! Now that we have that out of the way, let us
share with you that we have our certified technicians inspect all of our vehicles we list for sale.
We have a fresh Texas state inspection done on every vehicle. We strongly encourage a third
party pre-buyers inspection on every vehicle we sell. American Auto Brokers wants you to feel
that you have had every opportunity to make an educated purchasing decision in a transparent
environment. So, whether you're looking for used trucks in San Antonio or you live five states
away We are here to serve you! There will be fees applied to your final purchase price along
with a Doc Fee. Your deposit is only refundable upon full payment. We do guarantee clean and
clear titles for all vehicles unless otherwise disclosed in the listing. The State of Texas allows
licensed dealers up to 21 days to produce a clean and clear title. A temporary tag will be given
to each buyer until the title is sent to you. All titles are mailed out with tracking numbers and we
are happy to provide that for you so you can track the status of your title delivery. All
obligations pursuant to this contract shall be performable in Bexar County, Texas. The vehicle
shall be delivered F. It is agreed by all parties in relation to any transaction involving this
vehicle that the proper venue for any legal proceedings will be in conducted in Bexar County,
Texas. Miles posted in this listing may vary due to local test driving, in-transit repairs, or road
testing. Use for comparison purposes only. Do not compare to models before Your actual
mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. From time to time our
titles are in transit however, the State of Texas does allow 21 working days in which to produce
a clean and clear title. Any vehicle sold that is older than 10 years will be sold as miles Exempt.
Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to protect the
integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must provide contact information within 24 hours of the
auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 3 business days. We reserve the
right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder and will post feedback
accordingly. If a holding fee is left and the buyer cannot complete the purchase we reserve the
right to retain the holding fee. If winning bidder is unwilling to abide by the same rules which
apply to everyone, American Auto Brokers reserves the right to retain their holding fee and
terminate the transaction. Listing by Auction Full Payment within 7 business days. Dodge is in
great condition inside and out. Take a close look at all the HD pictures provided and read the
full description below. Exterior is finished in bright white with matching IPACK storage and
black grain dump body that is in excellent condition. Cab has few light scratches, dings and
nicks but most importantly is solid with no excessive rust or scaling. Truck will look gorgeous
lettered up with your company name and logo on the doors! Overall shows well above average
for the miles. Exterior Grade: 8 out of 10Performance6. Motor has high-horsepower potential
and million-mile durability on its side. I have to be honest with you I jumped in this truck twisted
the key and drove it for almost an hour before I looked down and noticed the odometer had K.
Why spend 70K for a new one, when this one offers you the same for a fraction of the cost. If
you have any questions give us a call today Thank you for viewing. If you need any help or have
any questions please call me â€” Kyle at Please call with any questions or email me at stc aol.
First Time Buyer We welcome all new members and encourage you to call us with all of your
concerns on shipping, payments and bidding. Our friends in Canada we work direct with your
choice of border crossings to make your purchase and delivery a simple and pleasant one! If
you are from out of state we offer transportation service to pick you up at the Logan Air Port
Shuttle or Braintree Station. Are you tired or jet lagged and just wan to relax? Well we offer
rooms at discounted prices at the Comfort Inn so you can get a good night sleep before your
commute home. Warranty We also offer extended warranties on our vehicles at an additional
cost. If you have any questions at all please call Our staff at Worldwide-Preowned is here to
answer any questions for you. We reserve the right to stop any auction if the vehicle should be
sold prior The Ending Date. Disclosure This is a No Reserve Auction! These are all trade cars!
We visually check them, drive them and describe them the best to our ability! They have not
been certifiedâ€¦We have no idea about brake wear, front end parts or previous service history.
These cars all sell for thousands below retail market prices saving the Buyer Giant Money Get
more for your money on eBay! Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially
able to purchase this vehicle. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early
if necessary. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you
place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last
hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid
during the last hour period of the auction. Buyers Inspection: Worldwide Preowned LLC has
done our best to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Worldwide

Preowned LLC welcomes a buyers inspection. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Kyle at for details. No representations or
warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders
in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state,
county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be
registered. If payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days
or until funds have cleared. Worldwide Preowned LLC will help with shipping arrangements but
will not be responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! Any claims or other
communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with
Worldwide Preowned LLC. Finalizing your Purchase: Worldwide Preowned LLC will contact the
successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST
communicate with Kyle at Worldwide Preowned LLC by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. Within 72 hours of bid
closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified
funds to Seller. Auction, Inc. However, Auction COM If there is a certian vehicle your looking for
we probably have it! I stock over Preowned Trucks - some big, some small and everything
inbetween. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form below to send
a link and your message to a friend. Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction Brooklyn, NY.
Commerce City, CO. Martinsburg, WV. Garden City, NY. Fitzwilliam, NH. Gervais, OR. Chester
Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale 92 Dodge Cummins. Year Make
Dodge Model Ram Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Dodge :
Ram Diesel 4x4 06 ram 5. Dodge : Ram 5. Year Make Dodge Model Ram. Dodge : Ram 69k Diesel
05 ram slt lone star 5. Dodge : Ram D dodge ram d 5. Dodge : Ram Dump Truck 11 dodge ram
hd regular cab slt dump truck 6. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. See All Buying Options. Brand: Engineered Performance. This fits your. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Dorman
Odometer Drive Gear, 1 Pack. Next page. Customers also viewed these products. Dorman
Odometer Drive Gear. Dorman Odometer Gear Kit. ZK GM8. What other items do customers buy
after viewing this item? La Speedometer Gear Odometer gear set. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Brand Engineered Performance
Product Dimensions 5 x 0. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Set includes 16 tooth
pod and 20 tooth cog. Customers who bought this item also bought. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. So these are expensive for some plastic gears however if you want the odometer to
work you gotta do it. The old gears had a few broken teeth so it quit working just be really
careful and after you assemble the odometer gears reach in with a screwdriver and give it a
small turn make sure it lines up and spins. I didnt do that the
zing ear ze 268s6 wiring diagram
1959 lincoln continental parts
2014 smart fortwo
first time so I had to take it apart again and figure it out. Fit my just fine. Worked like a charm.
See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

